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PRaVDA: what we had in mind – system

Silicon Strip Detectors CMOS Active Pixel Sensors
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PRaVDA: what we had in mind – facility

• Passively scattered beam

• 191 MeV – max energy

• “Research” ion source 

• Mesh filters to attenuate flux (10-2-10-4)
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PRaVDA: what we had in mind – pCT scan

• Size of phantom set by size of detectors

• Proof of concept demonstrator

• 75 mm ⌀ PMMA phantom

• 6×15 mm ⌀ tissue equivalent inserts

• 125 MeV p

• Range compensator

• Not aiming for a clinical usable scan 
time, but need to identify a clinically 
scalable route
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FIG. 5: Slice images of t he PRaVDA t issue-subst itut e phant om using: (a) x-ray CT and (b) prot on scat tering-power
CT .

ort hogonal configurat ion. T his has been demonst rat ed t o
provide a high t rack reconst ruct ion efficiency but will also

enable operat ion at high fluence rat es t hus permit t ing345

beam monitoring.

A second import ant innovat ion was t he reconst ruc-
t ion of t he first experiment al images for prot on mult iple-
scat tering CT . T his modal ity requires only a t racking
syst em (no calor imeter or range t elescope). Relat ive350

scat tering-power images may be useful in a number of
ways, such as imaging-guidance wit h a simplified pCT
syst em and in providing valuable informat ion for dose
calculat ions (scat tering-power in t he pat ient det ermines
t he lat eral penumbra of the t reatment beam).355

I t is appropriat e to not e that imaging using t he an-
gular deflect ion of prot ons due to MCS has been pro-
posed before. Planar images of median scat tering-angle
have been demonst rat ed experimental ly18 . Tomographic
reconst ruct ions of inverse scat tering lengt h (closely re-360

lat ed to absolute scat tering-power) have been demon-
st rat ed in simulat ion19,20 . In addit ion to demonst rat -
ing the first experiment al CT images using mult iple-
scat tering, t here are two not eworthy addit ional inno-
vat ions. First ly, t he back-project ion-fi lt ering approach365

adopted is the first high-resolut ion algor ithm proposed
for prot on mult iple-scat tering t omography accommodat -
ing non-linear prot on pat hs. Secondly, the t he approach
of reconst ruct ing of relative scat tering-power rat her than
absolute scat t ering-power does not appear t o have been370

adopted before, even in simulat ion. I t should be not ed
t hat absolut e scat t ering-power is a non-local and more
problemat ic quant ity21 . Further, we remark that a high-
resolut ion t racker-only CT algor it hm has recent ly been
proposed for prot ons22 , but using an ent irely di↵ erent375

mechanism for cont rast (at tenuat ion). Final ly, we not e
t hat nuclear scat tering tomography (NST) with prot ons
has long been established, but again, this relies on very

di↵ erent principles (wide-angle single scat t ering).

Fut ure work will report on t he refinement of t he t ech-380

nique and analysis present ed in this paper as well as the
addit ion of a range-telescope t o the experiment al setup
t o infer each proton’s exit energy. This wil l permit recon-
st ruct ion of relat ive stopping-power in addit ion to rela-
t ive scat t ering-power.385

V. CONCLUSION

Beams of prot ons with nominal energies of 125 and
191 MeV were successfully t racked through a phantom
containing insert s of di↵ erent t issue equivalent mat erial
using a novel t racker system based on si licon micro-390

st r ip detectors from high energy physics experiments. A
high t rack-reconst ruct ion efficiency was demonst rated (>
80%). Using the t racking syst em, a new type of t racker-

only prot on CT was demonst rat ed for the first t ime. In
t his new modali ty, the cont rast can be at t ributed to the395

scat tering power of t he mat erials through which the pro-
t ons pass.
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Degraded 125 MeV proton beam 

x-ray CT                   proton scattering-power CT. 

Provide imaging-guidance with a simplified pCT system

Valuable information for dose calculations  

(scattering-power determines lateral penumbra of the treatment beam)

Relative Scattering-power CT 

Relative Stopping-power CT 

Degraded 125 MeV proton beam

2 deg. rotational increments 

Only ~600k counts

Conclusions 

Instrument and results represent 3.5 years of work

Extend for scanning-point PT delivery systems

Develop new instrumentation at lower-cost and complexity

Prove clinical advantages and how to incorporate into treatment workflows

The good thing about protons is that they stop (i.e., no/very little distal edge 

exposure of healthy tissue), the problem is we do not know where.”  

(Tony Lomax, Director, PSI Center for Proton Therapy)

In five years' time, we should be using 5 mm-resolution proton CT or radiography 

as a one-time, per-patient rough evaluation of CT conversion. In 10 years, we 

should aim for low-dose, daily isocentric proton CT for dose recalculation. 

(Martijn Engelsman, Delft University of Technology)
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2013

PRaVDA funded 

2014 

Reconstruction algorithm 
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Backprojection-then-filtering (BPF) algorithm

G Poludniowski, N M Allinson and P M Evans “Proton Computed Tomography 

reconstruction using a backprojection-then-filtering approach”, Phys Med Biol. 

59:7905-7918 (2014) 

Sampling ray-
projections 
through a 2D 
slice

3-knot linear splineCubic spline path

Proton entry trajectory

K1 K2
K3

Proton exit trajectory

(a) FBP
(b) BPF - 0-knot
(c) BPF - 2-knot
(d) BPF - 9-knot

Back-Projection Filtered (BPF)

Filtered Back-Projection (FBP)

• Naturally deals with 
list mode data, 
without need for 
binning

• Naturally 
accommodates non-
linear proton paths
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Backprojecting
the ray-
projections 
through a 2D 
rec. matrix

Convolving 
(or filtering) 
this 2D matrix 
of data with a 
2D kernel

Repetition 
over a set 
of angles



2013

PRaVDA funded 

2014 
Reconstruction 

algorithm 

2015

Technology 
choice
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Detector technology
CMOS Active Pixel Sensors Silicon Strip Sensors

• 2D-positional detectors
• Analog readout
• kHz readout (high occupancy per R/O cycle)
• Moderately radiation tolerant
• Mosaic tiling of edge-less sensor
• High material budget

• 1D-positional detectors
• Binary readout (in our implementation)
• MHz readout (low occupancy per R/O cycle)
• Radiation tolerant to LHC doses
• Dead areas when tiling to larger areas
• Low material budget
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CMOS

Strip 
sensors

M. Esposito at al. , Geant4-based simulations of charge collection in CMOS Active 
Pixel Sensors, Journal of Instrumentation, 12, P03028 , 2017. 

M. Esposito et al, CMOS Active Pixel Sensors as Energy-Range Detectors for 
Proton Computed Tomography, Journal of Instrumentation , 2015 10 C06001

T. Price et al,.  Expected proton signal sizes in the PRaVDA Range Telescope for 
proton Computed Tomography, Journal of Instrumentation, 10, P05013 , 2015.

G. Poludniowski, et al.. Proton-counting radiography for proton therapy: a proof 
of principle using CMOS APS technology, Physics in Medicine and Biology 59(11) 
:2569,2014.

J.T. Taylor et al., An experimental demonstration of a new type of proton computed 
tomography using a novel silicon tracking detector, Medical Physics. 43 (11) , 2016.

J.T. Taylor et al., Proton tracking for medical imaging and dosimetry, Journal of 
Instrumentation, 2015, 10 C02015

J. Taylor et al., A new silicon tracker for proton imaging and dosimetry, Nuclear 
Instruments and Methods A 831, 362 (2016).
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• 150 mm thick n-in-p Si
• 93×96 mm2

• 90.8 mm pitch
• 2048 strips readout by 16 custom ASICs (128 

channels per ASIC)
• 2 tunable thresholds:
• 26 MHz readout

• Maximum fluence = 2×108 protons/s over full 
imaging area

Silicon strip sensors



2013

PRaVDA 
funded 

2014 
Reconstruction 

algorithm 

2015

Technology 
choice

2015 

Trackers 
commissioned
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Trackers commissioning
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85 mm passively scattered beam, 125 MeV 
protons, iThemba LABS

Unit BUnit A

Unit C Unit D

36 MeV protons, MC40 cyclotron,
University of Birmingham

Data and analysis by Jon Taylor, University of Liverpool
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2014 
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2015

Technology 
choice

2015 Trackers 
commissioned

2015 

Scattering 
power pCT
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Scattering power pCT

Estimates path length of water that would 
give an equivalent mean-square scattering 
angle.
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Taylor et al., An experimental demonstration of a new type of proton computed

tomography using a novel silicon tracking detector, Med. Phys.  43 (11) 2016



2013

PRaVDA 
funded 

2014 
Reconstruction 

algorithm 

2015

Technology 
choice

2015 

Trackers 
commissioned

2015 

Scattering 
power pCT

2016 

Full system 
commissioned
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Full system commissioned at iThemba LABS
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Range Telescope
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MC40 cyclotron,
University of Birmingham

1D beam profile of 36 MeV p
through the RT

125 MeV protons degraded to 81-32 MeV 
by PMMA absorbers, iThemba LABS

Range distributions

• 21 Si layers
• Each layer includes a 2-mm thick PMMA absorber
• WET of a single layer = 2.8 mm
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2014 
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choice
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Trackers 
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2015 

Scattering 
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2016 

Full system 
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2016

First pCT
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Proton CT
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Low contrast hemisphere
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funded
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OPTIMA: what are we designing for?

• Research room at the Christie NHS Foundation Trust

• A clinical system:
a) System has to operate close to or within normal operating 

envelope

b) System has to cope with multiple protons per bunch

c) Pencil scanning delivery system

d) Minimum imaging area 20x20 cm2 but ideally larger

e) Range (energy) measuring detector to stop full beam -
resolution comparable with range straggling

f) Fast!
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OPTIMA: what are we designing for?
a) System has to operate close to or within normal operating envelope

❑ Difficult for operational clinics to operate far outside the normal treatment conditions. It 
takes time to stabilise the system back to normal operating conditions

b) System has to cope with multiple protons per bunch
❑Though average current is low enough such that less that one proton per bunch is possible, 

in practice protons may not randomly spread and  multi-proton bunches do occur

c) Pencil scanning delivery system

d) Minimum imaging area 20x20 cm2 but ideally up to 40x40 cm2

e) Range (energy) measuring detector to stop full beam energy with 
resolution comparable with range straggling

f) Fast!
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OPTIMA: what are we designing for?
a) System has to operate close to or within normal operating envelope

❑ Difficult for operation clinics to operate far outside the normal treatment conditions. It 
takes time to stabilise the system back to normal operating conditions

❑Working with very low currents can be challenging. About 10 pA is the minimum current

b) System has to cope with multiple protons per bunch
❑Though average current is low enough such that less that one proton per bunch is possible, 

in practice protons are not randomly spread and  multi-proton bunches do occur

c) Spot scanning delivery system
❑ Practical issues in scanning an unfocused beam (nozzle size)

d) Minimum imaging area 20x20 cm2 but ideally up to 40x40 cm2

e) Range (energy) measuring detector to stop full beam energy with 
resolution comparable with range straggling

f) Fast!
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OPTIMA: what are we designing for?
a) System has to operate close to or within normal operating envelope

❑ Difficult for operation clinics to operate far outside the normal treatment conditions. It takes time to 
stabilise the system back to normal operating conditions

❑Working with very low currents can be challenging. About 10 pA is the minimum current

b) System has to cope with multiple protons per bunch
❑ Though average current is low enough such that less that one proton per bunch is possible, in practice 

protons are not randomly spread and  multi-proton bunches do occur

c) Spot scanning delivery system
❑ Practical issues in scanning an unfocused beam (nozzle size)

d) Minimum imaging area 20x20 cm2 but ideally up to 40x40 cm2

❑Modular system

e) Range (energy) measuring detector to stop full beam energy with resolution 
comparable with range straggling

❑ Calorimeter

f) Fast!
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OPTIMA: what are we designing for?
a) System has to operate close to or within normal operating envelope

❑ Difficult for operation clinics to operate far outside the normal treatment conditions. It takes time to stabilise 
the system back to normal operating conditions

❑ Working with very low currents can be challenging. About 10 pA is the minimum current

b) System has to cope with multiple protons per bunch
❑ Though average current is low enough such that less that one proton per bunch is possible, in practice 

protons are not randomly spread and  multi-proton bunches do occur

c) Spot scanning delivery system
❑ Practical issues in scanning an unfocused beam (nozzle size)

d) Minimum imaging area 20x20 cm2 but ideally up to 40x40 cm2

❑ Modular system

e) Range (energy) measuring detector to stop full beam energy with resolution 
comparable with range straggling

❑ Calorimeter

f) Fast!
❑ ≤ 5 min
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How OPTIma will look like
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1. System must operate close to or within normal 
operating envelope

2. Cope with multiple protons per bunch
3. Use calorimeter to measure residual energy directly
4. Large area and clear upgrade path

5. Modular system – range probe is a single module
6. Interface easily with different manufacturers
7. Use robust technology with as many COTS elements 

as possible
8. Provide upgrade path for gantry installation
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Questions?

Questions?

Suggestions?

Thank you!

mesposito@lincoln.ac.uk


